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ABSTRACT Structural studies of
CaATPase from sarcoplasmic reticu-
lum have so far been restricted to low
resolution due to the poor order of
two-dimensional crystal forms. How-
ever, we report that three-dimensional
microcrystals of detergent-solubilized
CaATPase diffract to 7.2 A in x-ray
powder patterns and may therefore
provide an opportunity to study
CaATPase structure at higher resolu-
tions. In the present study, we have
characterized the symmetry and mo-
lecular packing of negatively stained
crystals by electron microscopy (em).
By altering the detergent-to-lipid ratio,
different sized crystals were produced,
which adhere to an em grid in different
orientations. Thus, we obtained micro-
graphs of three different projections
and from these determined unit cell
dimensions to be 151 x 51 x 158 A
and the three-dimensional space group
to be C2 with an angle : very close to
900° x-ray powder patterns of hy-
drated, unstained crystals yielded
dimensions of 166 x 58 x 164 A.
Micrographs from each of two principal
projections were averaged to produce
two-dimensional density maps. Based
on these maps and on the previously
determined low-resolution structure of
CaATPase, a packing diagram for
these three-dimensional crystals is pre-
sented and major intermolecular con-
tacts are proposed.
INTRODUCTION
CaATPase is a transmembrane protein that uses ATP to
transport Ca++ from the sarcoplasm into the lumen of
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), thus participating in the
control of muscle contraction. An enormous amount of
work has addressed, among other things, the mechanism
of Ca++ pumping, the sites of ligand binding, and the
amino acid sequence. Thus, the reaction cycle has been
thoroughly characterized under a variety of different
conditions (Inesi, 1985) and regions of the amino acid
sequence are currently being associated with specific
steps in this cycle, e.g., ATP hydrolysis and Ca++ trans-
port (Maruyama and MacLennan, 1988; Clarke et al.,
1989). Despite these results, the physical coupling
between these two fundamental steps remains obscure
and is likely to be revealed only by combining available
information with the high-resolution three-dimensional
structure of CaATPase.
Structural studies of CaATPase, like those of many
membrane proteins, have so far provided only low-
resolution structures. In particular, native SR mem-
branes, with a disordered arrangement of CaATPase,
have been studied by x-ray diffraction, resulting in a
cylindrically averaged profile for the molecule (Herbette
et al., 1985). In addition, two kinds of two-dimensional
crystals have been discovered, which are distinguished by
conditions of crystallization and molecular packing. The
different packing is thought to reflect different enzymatic
states of CaATPase molecules within the two types of
crystals; therefore, they are called E, and E2 crystals after
the two states of the reaction cycle (Martonosi et al.,
1987). The E2 crystals are somewhat larger and better
ordered, and electron microscopy has therefore resulted in
three-dimensional reconstructions (Castellani et al.,
1985; Taylor et al., 1986 a and b). However, due to the
limited diffraction from these crystals (25 A resolution),
the reconstructions only define the surface contours of the
molecule, its disposition in the membrane, and the inter-
molecular contacts, and do not suggest a structural basis
for the reaction mechanism.
Growth of three-dimensional crystals represents a key
step in obtaining high-resolution structures of membrane
proteins; therefore, the discovery of three-dimensional
microcrystals of CaATPase (Dux et al., 1987) is a
significant advance. General experience indicates that
there are two types of three-dimensional crystals of
membrane proteins (Michel, 1983). On the one hand,
"type I" crystals are composed of stacks of two-dimen-
sional crystals. The individual layers comprise planar
membranes, which incorporate intramembranous do-
mains of the protein, and stacking is mediated by hydro-
philic interactions between extramembranous domains.
Very few crystals of type I exist, about four according to
Kuihlbrandt (1 988b); they are all quite small and the two
best studied examples contain serious stacking defects
(Henderson and Shotton, 1980; Kuhlbrandt, 1988a). On
the other hand, "type II" crystals are characterized by a
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more isotropic arrangement of fully solubilized mole-
cules, similar to crystals of many soluble proteins. All
intermolecular contacts are thought to occur between
hydrophilic surfaces, thereby providing crystallization
conditions that are more easily optimized. Crystals both
of bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (Deisenhofer
et al., 1985) and of porin (Garavito et al., 1983) are of this
type and have been studied at atomic resolution by x-ray
crystallographic analysis.
The three-dimensional microcrystals of CaATPase,
according to a recent electron microscopic study (Taylor
et al., 1988), are stacks of two-dimensional crystals,
implying that they belong to type 1. The crystals used in
this study, however, were poorly ordered and we report
here on conditions for growing larger, better ordered
microcrystals and on their analysis both by x-ray diffrac-
tion and by electron microscopy. The resulting x-ray
powder patterns show diffraction to 7 A resolution and
contain clear evidence for ordered stacking; thus, this
may be the first example of a well-ordered, type I crystal.
In addition, electron micrographs of negatively stained
crystals indicate that the three-dimensional space group is
C2 and provide density maps of two orthogonal projec-
tions, based on which we propose a model for packing
CaATPase in the crystals.
METHODS
Preparation and crystallization
of CaATPase
Four previously described preparations of CaATPase from the white
muscle in the back and hind legs of rabbit were used to study
crystallization. The first followed the method of Martonosi (1968) and
involved a final separation of SR from other components on a sucrose
gradient (referred to as SRI). The second (Lidi and Hasselbach, 1985)
involved solubilizing SRI with cholate and then centrifuging this
solution through a discontinuous sucrose gradient (SR2). The third
(MacLennan, 1970) involved solubilization with deoxycholate and
fractionation with ammonium acetate as the final purification step
(SR3).
The last preparation (SR4) relied on a reactive red affinity column
(Coll and Murphy, 1984). Because the conditions used were somewhat
different from those reported by Coll and Murphy and because this
preparation produced the best crystals, this procedure will be described
in more detail. Before loading this column, 125 mg of SRI was
solubilized in 25 ml of 100 mg/ml CU2E8 (octaethylene glycol dode-
cylether), 8 mM CaC12, 1 mM MgCI2, 50 mM Pipes (pH 7), 20%
glycerol, 1 mM DTT. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation
at 150,000 g for 15 min, and the supernatant was loaded at 20 ml/h onto
a freshly packed column (I x 6.25 cm, type 3000CL from Sigma
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). For efficient elution, it was essential to
saturate the column with CaATPase; therefore, the level of saturation
was monitored by measuring ATPase activity in fractions coming off the
column during loading. After loading all 25 ml of starting material, this
eluted activity was generally about half that of the starting material,
which proved to be sufficient saturation. The column was then washed
with I column volume of wash buffer (1 mg/ml C12E8, 1 mM CaCI2, I
mM MgCI2, 20 mM EPPS pH 8, 20% glycerol, 1 mM DTT) and
purified CaATPase was eluted at 12-15 ml/h with 2 mM ADP in this
same buffer. Peak protein concentration was usually 1.5 mg/ml and
after combining peak fractions, the yield was typically 20 mg at 1
mg/ml.
A DEAE ion exchange column was used to partially delipidate SRI
and SR3 and to concentrate SR4 (Green, 1975). Preparations of SRI
and SR3 were first solubilized at 10 mg/ml in 60 mg/ml C12E8, 20%
glycerol, 20 mM EPPS (pH 8), 6 mM CaC12, 1 mM DTT, and
centrifuged at 150,000 g for 15 min to remove insoluble material. In
each case, the solution was loaded onto a freshly packed DEAE ion
exchange column (1.5 x 6 cm) at 30 ml/h. After washing with 0.5-1
column volume of wash buffer, the protein was eluted with 300 mM
NaCI in wash buffer at 15 ml/h. Peak fractions were 6-12 mg/ml and
the concentrations of pooled fractions were 4-8 mg/ml. All columns
were run at 4°C.
All preparations of CaATPase crystallized in a solution of 100 mM
KCI, 3 mM MgCI2, 20% glycerol, 20 mM MES (pH 6), 5 mM DTT, 1
mM NaN3, 1-10 mM CaCI2, and a range of C,2E8/lipid/protein molar
ratios from 25:25:1 to 200:100:1 (see Results). Whereas detergent and
lipid were added directly to protein solutions, pH and salt concentrations
were adjusted either by dialysis or dilution into the appropriate buffer.
Lipid was prepared as a stock solution in chloroform and then dried into
a thin film, resuspended in buffer, and sonicated for -5 min with a probe
sonicator. Crystallization tubes were purged with N2 and stored at 40C.
After a few days or a week, microcrystals formed a white sediment in the
bottom of the tubes.
Electron microscopy
Crystals were negatively stained for electron microscopy by pipetting a
few microliters of crystal sediment onto a glow-discharged, carbon-
coated em grid. After 15-30 s, this solution was removed and replaced
by three successive drops of 1% uranyl acetate over a total of 3-4 min.
This extensive staining removed much of the glycerol and allowed the
stain to penetrate the multilayered crystals. Images were recorded at
30,000 magnification with a minimal dose system on a JEOL 1200EX
electron microscope on Kodak 4489 film.
Computer analysis
Images were digitized at 20-Am intervals with a flat-bed densitometer
(Arndt et al., 1969) connected to a VAX 8600 computer. A well-
preserved, crystalline part of each image was selected and isolated from
the rest of the image. For images of the (h, k, 0) projection (see Results
for assignment of projections), a series of programs developed by
Henderson et al. (1986) was used to correct distortions of the crystal
lattice. Because these images were relatively large (containing 10,000-
15,000 unit cells), small lattice distortions built up into significant
displacements across the image and, as a result, diffraction spots in the
Fourier transforms were rather diffuse in shape with ill-defined phases.
However, by correcting lattice distortions, both the amplitudes and
phases of spots were improved dramatically, thereby also increasing the
resolution of usable diffraction from - 19 to 15 A.
After calculating Fourier transforms, the amplitude and phase of
each diffraction spot were determined by fitting a sync function to the
Fourier data in the vicinity of the spot. Iterative refinement was used to
find a common phase origin for the different images. Final amplitudes
for each spot were determined by simple averaging of amplitudes from
individual images, whereas phases were weighted according to the
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signal-to-noise ratio of each spot (Henderson et al., 1986). Projection
maps were then calculated without further weighting.
X-Ray diffraction
Hydrated pellets of CaATPase were prepared for x-ray diffraction by
pipetting 30-50 ,l of crystalline sediment into a 1.0-mm glass x-ray
capillary. The capillaries were centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 10 min at
40C in a swinging-bucket, bench-top centrifuge. The supernatant was
removed and the sample was again centrifuged at 3,200 rpm until a
compact pellet was formed (10-20 min). After removing the final
supernatant, the capillary was sealed with a flame, care being taken to
keep the crystals cold.
X-Ray powder patterns were recorded on two types of cameras,
providing different specimen-to-film distances and therefore different
resolution ranges. For determination of unit cell parameters, a double
mirror camera mounted on a GX 13 rotating anode source with a large
specimen-to-film distance of 750 mm was used. The resulting low-angle
patterns had a resolution range from - 200 to 35 A and were recorded in
2-6 h with a two-dimensional multiwire detector (Faruqi, 1988). Higher
angles were recorded on a toroid camera mounted on a GX 6 rotating
anode source with a specimen-to-film distance of 68-75 mm. These
patterns were recorded on film, required exposures of 5-12 h and yielded
a resolution range of 60-3 A. The specimen was kept cold (6-80C) on
both cameras by mounting the capillary on a water-cooled copper
block.
RESULTS
Crystallization of CaATPase
Crystals were successfully grown from all four prepara-
tions of CaATPase (gels shown in Fig. 1). These prepara-
tions contained different amounts of lipid (Table 1) and
therefore required addition of different amounts of deter-
gent for crystallization. In fact, by adding both detergent
and lipid to partially delipidated preparations, a range of
crystallization conditions were established. From these
experiments, it was apparent that minimum amounts of
both lipid and detergent must be present during crystalli-
zation.
Preparations of SRI, SR2, and SR3 all required the
addition of detergent for crystallization, and the amount
of detergent depended on the amount of lipid present. In
particular, SR2, which contains a lipid-to-protein ratio of
25:1 (Table 1), crystallized only after adding 25 molar
equivalents of detergent. Up to eight times as much
detergent could be added without inhibiting crystalliza-
tion (e.g., detergent-to-lipid-to-protein ratios ranging
from 25:25:1 to 200:25:1). However, addition of even
more detergent did inhibit crystallization, and addition of
too much detergent to preformed crystals dissolved them.
Furthermore, exogenous lipid could be added to SR2 as
long as equimolar (or more) amounts of detergent were
also added to provide a detergent-to-lipid ratio between
1:1 and 8:1. Finally, crystallization of SRI and SR3 had a
Ca-
ATPase
SRI SR2 SR3 SR4
FIGURE 1 Four preparations of CaATPase analyzed by SDS-PAGE.
Gels were made with a gradient of acrylamide concentration ranging
from 6.5 to 20%, were loaded with 50 jug of protein, and were stained
with Coomassie blue. Because the individual lanes shown come from
different gels, bands are spaced by different amounts. To show the
correspondence between lanes, bands corresponding to CaATPase have
been aligned and other equivalent bands are associated by lines running
between the lanes. Further details of the preparations, including refer-
ences, are given in Table 1.
similar dependence on detergent. Because these prepara-
tions contain more lipid (Table 1), they require corre-
spondingly more detergent for crystallization, but the
range of acceptable detergent-to-lipid ratios was compa-
rable.
A minimum lipid-to-protein ratio was required for
crystallization, which was independent of detergent con-
TABLE 1 Preparations of CaATPase
Lipid/protein* molar ratio
Preparation Before Aftert delipidation
SR1§ 80 10
SR211 25
SR3' 110 10
SR4** 1 5
*After digestion of phospholipids with perchloric acid, total phosphorus
was determined with the Fiske-Subbarow reagent (McClare, 1971).
tDelipidation carried out on DEAE column as described in Methods.
§"Native SR" prepared according to Martonosi, 1968.
1Cholate extraction of SR according to Liidi and Hasselbach, 1985.
'Ammonium acetate fractionation of SR according to MacLennan,
1970.
**Affinity column purification according to Coll and Murphy, 1984.
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FIGURE 2 The (h, 0, 1 ) projection. In this view, crystals appear as stacks of stain-excluding layers with projections extending between these layers.
The projections can also be seen at the ends of some crystals (arrows). A Fourier transform of a selected region is shown on the far right, indicating the
orientation of a* and c* axes. Odd reflections are not systematically absent along the c* axis (see also Fig. 3 and Table 4), thereby ruling out the
presence of a screw axis along c. Scale bars correspond to 0.1 m on the micrographs and to 0.01 A on the Fourier transform.
centration within this acceptable range of detergent-
to-lipid ratios. In particular, delipidated preparations
contained 10-15 mol of lipid per mole of CaATPase
(Table 1) and no crystals formed unless the lipid-to-
protein ratio exceeded -25:1. Interestingly, this ratio is
approximately that required for full reactivation of delipi-
dated preparations (-30:1 according to Bennett et al.,
1980). Because this delipidated protein was eluted from
either DEAE or affinity columns, small amounts of
detergent were always present, producing detergent-to-
lipid-to-protein ratios of -17:10:1. One could therefore
argue that in the absence of added lipid, crystals might
have formed at even lower detergent concentrations.
Although we cannot eliminate this possibility, it seems
unlikely because the detergent-to-lipid ratio (1.7:1) was
well within the range found acceptable at slightly higher
lipid-to-protein ratios.
Crystal size and morphology varied depending on the
exact amount of detergent and lipid present. Minimal
amounts of lipid (e.g., detergent-to-lipid-to-protein ratio
of 50:25:1 ) resulted in small (<0.1 ,Im) crystals that were
1-3 unit cells thick in the c direction (see below for unit
cell axes). As lipid was added (e.g., 50:35:1), these small
FIGURE 3 The (h, h, 1) projection. This view is much rarer than the
(h, 0, 1 ) projection (Fig. 2) and results in the finer striations seen in the
center of each micrograph. The corresponding Fourier transform shows
a spacing along c* similar to the (h, 0, 1) projection (Fig. 2), but a
different horizontal spacing. Odd reflections are not absent along the c*
axis (see also Fig. 2 and Table 4), thereby ruling out the presence of a
screw axis along c. The scale bars correspond to 0.1 ,um and 0.01 A-'.
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FIGURE 4 The (h, k, 0) projection. With slightly lower detergent-to-lipid ratios, thin crystals of large diameter are produced, such as that shown here.
Micrographs show ribbons of density running parallel to b; the stacking of layers is manifested as steps in density (arrowheads) and in a change of
pattern at the edges of the crystal. Fourier transforms show a centered lattice and contain reflections to 15 A resolution. The highest resolution
reflections are too weak to be seen by eye, but reflections at resolutions between 20 and 18 A are visible (white circles). Scale bars correspond to 0.1 gm
and 0.01I A'.
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crystals grew predominantly in the c direction, yielding
very long (5-10,um), cylindrical crystals (Figs. 2 and 3).
If more lipid was added (e.g., 50:50:1), the crystals grew
in the a and b directions producing larger diameter plates
that appear to be 5-10 unit cells thick (Fig. 4). If a larger
ratio of detergent to protein is used (100:1 or 200:1), a
similar pattern of crystal growth was observed, but at
correspondingly higher lipid concentrations.
The type of lipid added also affected the crystalliza-
tion. In particular, unsaturated phosphatidyl cholines
(PC), such as dioleoyl PC (Sigma Chemical Co.) or a
mixture of PCs isolated from egg yolk (Lipid Products,
Redhill, UK), were most effective. Egg yolk phosphatidyl
ethanolamine (Sigma Chemical Co.) was also effective,
but crystals were considerably smaller and less abundant.
No crystals grew from PCs with saturated chains, such as
dimyristoyl PC, dipalmitoyl PC, or distearoyl PC (all
from Sigma Chemical Co.).
Crystal morphology and symmetry
Three different views of the crystals are seen in the
electron microscope and allow assignment of unit cell
axes. Two different views are shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
which are distinguished by different horizontal periodici-
ties. In both views, the crystals appear as stacks of
40-50 A thick stain-excluding regions with periodic pro-
jections bridging the stain-filled gaps; the direction of
stacking has been assigned to the unit cell vector c (see
below). An orthogonal view looking along c ((h, k, 0)
projection) is shown in Fig. 4. In this view, the crystals
appear as plates, which depending on crystallization
conditions can be up to 3 ,m in diameter. These plates are
characterized by regular, stain-excluding ribbons running
parallel to b and the stacking along c is often visible as
discrete steps in density (arrowheads in Fig. 4). This
stacking is also manifested as a change in the pattern of
density at the edges of these crystals, indicating that the
plates are slightly curved at their edges and provide a view
that is no longer exactly along c.
Fourier transforms from the three views are consistent
with projections of the monoclinic space group C2. This
space group contains a centered lattice in the (h, k, 0)
projection, a twofold axis along b, and angles a and
-y
constrained to be 900. The centered lattice is clearly seen
in the Fourier transform in Fig. 4 with dimensions of a =
151 A and b = 51 A with an included angle (y) of 90.00
(SD 1.240, n = 23). Also, the apparent mm symmetry
of Fourier amplitudes in this projection is consistent with
the presence of the twofold axis and symmetry of Fourier
phases indicates that this twofold axis is along b. The c
axis corresponds to the vertical periodicity in both Figs. 2
and 3 and has a length of 158 A. The horizontal periodic-
ity in Fig. 2 is 75 A, and makes an angle of 89.70 (SD =
3.3, n = 5) with c. This spacing is close to the spacing of
the (2, 0, 0) reflection (75.5 A) in the centered lattice of
Fig. 4, suggesting that Fig. 2 represents the (h, 0, 1)
projection and that 89.70 corresponds to the angle d. The
horizontal periodicity in Fig. 3 is 46 A at an angle of 91.50
(n = 2) to c; comparison of this spacing with that of the
(1, 1, 0) reflection (48 A) in the centered lattice, suggests
that Fig. 3 represents the (h, h, 1) projection. Thus in
terms of C2, the negatively stained unit cell has dimen-
sions of 151 x 51 x 158 A and an angle: close to 900.
Higher symmetry space groups can be ruled out by the
pattern of amplitudes and phases in Fourier transforms.
Because f is so close to 900, the orthorhombic space
groups C222 and C222, are plausible. In C2221, however,
odd reflections are systematically absent along the c* axis
([0, 0, 1], [0, 0, 3], etc.), which is not observed in Fourier
transforms in Figs. 2 and 3 (see also Table 4). Also, C222
contains twofold axes along a, b, and c, whereas C2
contains only one twofold axis along b. As a result, C222
requires strict mm symmetry (amplitudes and phases) in
all three principal projections, whereas C2 requires m
symmetry in two projections and twofold in the third (i.e.,
[h, 0, 1 ] projection). Therefore, we examined the symme-
try of phases from the (h, k, 0) projection by calculating
the average error between individual phases and those
expected by either cm ([h, k, 0] = [-h, k, 0] and
[h, 0, 0] = 00 or 1800) or cmm (all phases either 00 or
180°) symmetry. We then compared these symmetry-
related phase errors with the phase residual from merging
individual phases into a single data set and found that the
cm-related phase error (7.50) was somewhat better than
the merging phase residual (1 3.40), whereas the cmm-
related phase error (27.90) was significantly worse.
X-Ray powder patterns
X-Ray powder patterns were used to measure unit cell
spacings in fully hydrated, unstained crystals and to
assess the intrinsic order of the crystals. A high-angle
pattern is shown in Fig. 5 a and shows diffraction extend-
ing to 7.2 A (marked by a large arrow). The low-angle
pattern, shown in Fig. 5 b, can be indexed in C2 with unit
cell dimensions of 166 x 58 x 164 A (Table 2). The
orientation of the (0, 0, 1) reflection in the low-angle
pattern (arrow in Fig. 5 b) indicates that c is preferen-
tially aligned with the axis of the x-ray capillary. Similar
orientation is seen on two higher resolution reflections in
the high-angle pattern (small arrows in Fig. 5 a), suggest-
ing that these two reflections lie along the c* axis. Indeed,
their respective spacings (32.3 and 24.2 A) correspond
closely to the (0, 0, 5) and the (0, 0, 7) reflections (32.8
and 23.4 A), indicating that the stacking along c is
ordered to at least 24 A resolution.
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FIGURE 5 X-Ray powder patterns of hydrated, unstained crystals. A high-angle pattern is shown in panel a and shows diffraction extending to 7.2 A
resolution (black arrow). The upper half of the pattern was printed from the first film in the pack and the lower half from the second film, accounting
for the different intensities of the rings. Small white arrows indicate rings at 24.2 and 32.3 A that are oriented preferentially along the vertical
direction (i.e., along the axis of the x-ray capillary). A similar orientation is seen in the innermost ring of the low-angle pattern shown in panel b, which
was produced on an x-ray detector with the generous help of A. R. Faruqi. This ring is indicated by the large white arrow and is designated as ring I in
Table 2. The next ring has two components: one oriented parallel to ring I (designated 2a in Table 2) and another perpendicular to ring I (designated
2b), whereas rings 3 and 4 are composed primarily of components perpendicular to ring 1. Together, these rings can be indexed (see Table 2) with a
simple periodicity of 164 A (components parallel to ring 1) and a centered, two-dimensional lattice of 166 x 58 A (components perpendicular to ring
1). Thus, components parallel to ring I correspond to the stacking of layers (i.e., along c axis of crystals) and components perpendicular to ring I
correspond to the centered, two-dimensional lattice seen in Fig. 4. Small white arrows in panel a correspond to higher orders of ring I (fifth and
seventh orders) and therefore indicate that stacking is ordered to at least 24 A resolution. Scale bars correspond to 0.04 A 'in panel a and to 0.01 A`
in panel b.
TABLE 2 Indexing of x-ray patterns
Ring Spacing Orientation Expected
on pattern* on pattern relative to ring I1 Index spacing§
A -' (h, k,l) A-'
1 1/163.8 (0,0, 1) 1/164.0
2 1/83.4 a (0, 0, 2) 1/82.0
b (2, 0, 0) 1/83.0
3 1/53.9 a (O, 0, 3)11 1/54.7
b (1, 1, 0) 1/54.7
4fl1 1/41.7 a (0, 0, 4)11 1/41.0
b (4,0,0) 1/41.5
b (3, 1,0) 1/40.0
*The innermost ring in Fig. 5 b is designated ring I and the outermost is
designated ring 4.
ta denotes the same orientation as ring I and b denotes an orientation
perpendicular to ring 1.
§Based on unit cell dimensions of 166 x 58 x 164 A in the space group
C2 with an angle ,B of 900.
IThe a components of rings 3 and 4 are weak indicating that the (0, 0, 3)
and (0, 0, 4) reflections must also be weak.
'This ring was broader than others, probably reflecting a contribution
from both (4, 0, 0) and (3, 1, 0) reflections.
Projection maps
After calculating Fourier transforms and adjusting phase
origins, images were averaged together to produce elec-
tron density maps of two principal projections. Based on
the fidelity of phase information in the (h, k, 0) projection
(Table 3 for Fourier data), we concluded that crystals
were preserved by uranyl acetate to -15 A resolution.
The phase residual from merging individual images (no
assumed symmetry) increased gradually with resolution,
but remained <250 to 15.4 A resolution (average residual
to 14.8 A was 13.40). The symmetry-related phase error
(cm) was less dependent on resolution and remained
<8.50 to 15.4 A (average error to 14.8 A was 7.50).
However, the other two projections (h, 0, 1) and (h, h, 1)
were susceptible to collapse and shearing, thereby limit-
ing resolution and making the phases of Fourier reflec-
tions less reliable. Nevertheless, four images of the
(h, 0, 1) projection were merged, thereby generating a
phase residual of 300 to 30 A resolution (Table 4 for
Fourier data). When individual phases were compared
with those required by twofold symmetry (either 0 or
1800), an average phase error of 260 was found.
The (h, k, 0) projection map is shown at the bottom of
Fig. 6 and is characterized by strong density peaks linked
into vertical ribbons. The ribbons are in turn linked by
weaker density running horizontally. The space group C2
requires four asymmetric units in each unit cell; thus,
each of the four strong peaks present in this projection
map are related by symmetry and can be associated with
an asymmetric unit. Symmetry has not been imposed in
TABLE 3 Amplitudes and phases from (h, k, O)
projection*
Reflection Amplitude Phase Rt /merg1 ksym11
(h, k, l) degrees % degrees degrees
2, 0, 0 12550 180 18 2.3 2.6
4,0,0 675 0 40 5.1 7.8
6,0,0 1134 0 19 3.5 3.5
8, 0, 0 56 0 31 51.3 38.8
10,0,0 35 0 28 18.7 21.0
1, 1,0 5702 -173 8 2.4 1.6
3, 1,0 2380 28 16 4.0 1.6
5,1,0 681 -179 22 5.5 2.8
7, 1,0 164 175 41 19.8 8.9
9, 1,0 39 -83 31 55.0 15.9
0, 2, 0 380 161 31 8.3
2, 2, 0 198 - 59 32 13.9 4.8
4, 2, 0 318 -24 34 5.2 2.6
6, 2, 0 107 72 32 8.6 6.0
8, 2, 0 29 - 170 36 32.1 20.1
1, 3, 0 58 42 32 13.5 7.6
3,3,0 67 178 32 7.6 5.7
5, 3, 0 20 -81 2 43.3 20.0
*After applying constraints of cm symmetry.
tR factor for amplitudes defined as z (Fi - FaVg)/Favg.
§Average phase residual for individual images against merged phases.
For whole data set, average phase residual = 13.40.
I"Average symmetry-related phase error of individual phases. For whole
data set, average phase error = 7.50.
this map; nevertheless, cm symmetry is very clearly
present.
Two electron density maps of the (h, 0, 1) projection
are also shown in Fig. 6, representing data before and
after imposing twofold symmetry. The distinct asymme-
try in the unsymmetrized map reflects the 260 of symme-
try-related phase error present in this data. Nevertheless,
the basic features are similar in both maps. A 40-A-thick
stain-excluding layer runs horizontally across the map;
the density of the layers is moderately high and relatively
unmodulated within the layer. The layers are bridged by
density running vertically, which is highly modulated,
and which culminates in dominant density peaks 65 A
above and below the center of each stain-excluding layer.
Once again, the four dominant peaks are related by
symmetry and are each associated with one asymmetric
unit. In fact, one set of these peaks can be seen directly in
images as bumps protruding from the ends of crystals
(arrows in Fig. 2). These bumps extend -70 A from the
center of the stain-excluding layer and represent the
projection of molecules from one layer without superposi-
tion of molecules from an adjacent layer. Thus, these
bumps establish that peaks in the (h, 0, 1) projection map
(Fig. 6) are associated with the closer stain-excluding
layer (65 A away) and not with the further layer (90 A
away).
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TABLE 4 Amplitudes and phases from (h, 0,1)
projection
Reflection Amplitude Phase* R t Omerg§ tsym l
(h, k, I)
0,0, 1
0, 0, 2
0, 0, 3
0,0,4
0, 0, 5
2,0,- 4
2,0,- 3
2, 0,- 2
2,0,-
2,0,0
2,0, 1
2, 0, 2
2, 0, 3
2,0,4
4,0,- 1
4, 0, 0
4,0, 1
4, 0, 2
4, 0, 3
4,0,4
9576
1381
416
541
254
136
336
437
1322
2380
1252
637
365
152
317
292
320
194
206
374
degrees
0
0
0
180
0
0
0
180
0
180
0
0
180
0
180
0
180
0
0
180
6
21
35
36
14
60
25
5
39
27
31
37
27
79
degrees
61
43
47
24
21
69
15
9
9
73
49
18
4
2
(H,O,L)
degrees
44
33
52
24
28
34
27
10
9
28
44
26
18
2
27 15 16
*To enforce twofold symmetry, phases were constrained to 0 or 1800.
TR for amplitudes defined as S (Fi - Fa,g)/Favg
§Average phase residual for individual images against merged phases.
For whole data set, average phase residual = 300.
Average symmetry-related phase error of individual phases. For whole
data set, average phase error = 260.
(H, K,O)
no sym
DISCUSSION
Microcrystals of CaATPase have been studied and
appear to be three-dimensional crystals that are well
ordered and highly suitable for electron microscopy.
Electron micrographs of negatively stained crystals show
stacks of 40-A-thick stain-excluding layers with periodic
projections holding these layers apart (Figs. 2 and 3); an
orthogonal view shows a well-ordered, centered lattice
within the plane of each layer (Fig. 4). These micrographs
verify that the crystals belong to the first of two types of
membrane proteins, called type I (Michel, 1983). Few
examples of type I crystals exist, and those that have been
thoroughly studied have disordered stacking
(Kuhlbrandt, 1988a; Henderson and Shotton, 1980). It is
therefore noteworthy that x-ray powder patterns from
these CaATPase crystals not only show diffraction at 7.2
A resolution, but also show that stacking is ordered.
Furthermore, their thin, platelike morphology is well
suited for electron microscopy, which could, in an
unstained preparation, potentially provide information at
7 A resolution. In the meantime, we will use micrographs
of negatively stained crystals to describe crystal symme-
try and molecular packing.
FIGURE 6 Density maps of (h, k, 0) and (h, 0, 1) projections. Solid
contours represent stain-excluding regions, whereas dotted contours
represent regions of stain accumulation. A single unit cell is outlined for
each projection and the locations of symmetry axes are marked. The
(h, 0, 1) projection maps are shown both before and after imposing
twofold symmetry, but no symmetry has been imposed in the (h, 0, 1)
projection map.
Composition of stain-excluding
layers
The stain-excluding layers visible in the (h, 0, 1) and
(h, h, I ) projections (Figs. 2 and 3) suggest the presence
of a planar hydrophobic region that resembles a lipid
bilayer. This conclusion, which was also reached by
Taylor et al. (1988), is based on the relatively uniform
exclusion of stain from this 40-A-thick layer and on the
observed requirement of lipid for crystallization (-25 mol
lipid/mol protein). However, these stain-excluding layers
cannot be ordinary membranes for two reasons. First,
detergent is present in concentrations large enough to
solubilize all of the lipid required for crystallization, and
second, unlike pure lipid membranes, the layers in these
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crystals are disk-shaped and the disks have edges that
appear to be open to aqueous solvent.
This suggests that detergent may have two distinct
roles in the crystal. The first is to shield the hydrophobic
tails along the edges of these disks by forming a micellar
annulus of detergent around these edges. The second role
is as a component of the hydrophobic layer within each
unit cell, perhaps satisfying specific structural require-
ments of CaATPase. Although we have no direct evidence
for either role, the presence of detergent at the edges may
control the size of crystals, similar to the role of deoxycho-
late in the mixed micelles that it forms with lipid (Muller,
1981). Specifically, we observed that large detergent-
to-lipid ratios produce small-diameter crystals and that
the diameter increases as lipid is added. This is similar to
the size dependence of these mixed micelles, which consist
of a disk-shaped, mixed bilayer of lipid and deoxycholate
surrounded by an annulus of deoxycholate molecules. Due
to the geometry of this structure, the perimeter-to-area
ratio will reflect the detergent-to-lipid ratio and an addi-
tion of lipid is accommodated by simply making disks
with larger diameters (Muller, 1981).
Crystal symmetry and
molecular packing
The symmetry of our crystals is consistent with previous
observations except that we observe order in the third
dimension. In particular, Taylor et al. (1988) speculated
that the symmetry of each layer was consistent with the
two-sided plane group cl 2 but that the stacking of layers
was probably disordered. Our measurements of symme-
try-related phase errors in the (h, k, 0) projection con-
firms this c12 symmetry, but ordered stacking is clearly
seen both in electron micrographs of the (h, 0, 1) and
(h, h, I) projections (Figs. 2 and 3) and in x-ray powder
patterns (Fig. 5). We therefore conclude that the crystals
belong to the three-dimensional space group C2.
Even though C2 is a monoclinic space group, the angle
appears to be close to 900, as expected of orthorhombic
space groups. Measurements from (h, 0, 1) projections
directly show f to be close to 900, though the susceptibil-
ity of these long, narrow crystals to shearing (see Fig. 2)
means that this measurement is somewhat unreliable.
However, the larger, platelike crystals provide a more
stable morphology, and the high frequency of (h, k, 0)
projections from these crystals confirms that A is close to
900, as follows. These plates lie flat on the surface of the
carbon-coated em grid (Fig. 4) and therefore the plane of
the hydrophobic layer, which is coplanar with the a-b
plane of the crystals, must be normal to the incident
electron beam (the specimen holder was fixed at 00 tilt).
Because the (h, k, 0) projection results from a view
directly down the c axis, c must also be normal to the a-b
plane. Otherwise, the specimen would have to be tilted to
obtain the (h, k, 0) projection, which is easily recognized
due to its cm symmetry.
The existence of this planar hydrophobic region can
also be used to deduce the presence of four CaATPase
molecules in each unit cell. In the space group C2, the
unit cell contains four asymmetric units, generating possi-
bilities for 4, 8, 12, etc. molecules per unit cell, corre-
sponding to 1, 2, 3, etc. molecules per asymmetric unit. As
previously argued by Taylor et al. ( 1988), the intramem-
branous portion of CaATPase must pack together with
lipid and possibly with detergent into this hydrophobic
layer. Because the intramembranous portion of one
CaATPase molecule has been shown to occupy between
1,200 (Taylor et al., 1 986b) and 2,200 A2 (Herbette et al.,
1985), the area available per unit cell (9,600 A2) is large
enough for four, but not for eight CaATPase molecules.
Given four molecules, the unit cell would provide 3.6
A3/D protein (Matthews, 1968) and proportionately less
per dalton of protein and lipid; stated in another way,
these four molecules would occupy -35% of the unit cell
volume, which leaves ample room for lipid and detergent.
A scheme for packing these four CaATPase molecules
into the unit cell is depicted in Fig. 7. This scheme relies
on a comparison of density in the two projection maps
with low-resolution structures of CaATPase, previously
determined from two-dimensional crystals in SR mem-
branes (Castellani et al., 1985; Dux et al., 1985; Taylor et
al., 1986a). The extramembranous domain of CaATPase
is almost entirely on one side of the membrane and
extends to -60 A above the membrane surface. This
domain consists of a pear-shaped head (65 x 40 x 50 A)
centered -35 A above the cytoplasmic surface of the
membrane and connected to it by a 28-A-diameter stalk.
The pear shape is conferred by a smaller lobe, which
protrudes away from the stalk -30 A from the membrane
surface. In negative stain, this extramembranous domain,
and particularly the head, is the dominant feature of
electron density maps because intramembranous domains
are hidden within the stain-excluding lipid bilayer. Thus,
the "bumps" protruding from the edges of (h, 0, 1) pro-
jections (arrows in Fig. 2) resemble the heads of
CaATPase molecules that are inserted into the top-most
hydrophobic layer. In the corresponding projection map
(Fig. 6), the large distance between adjacent hydrophobic
layers ( 1 58 A) results in only a few angstroms of overlap
between molecules protruding from adjacent layers. We
have therefore assigned the highest density peak, which is
-40 A from the surface of the hydrophobic layer, to the
head of CaATPase. This peak is connected to the hydro-
phobic layer by a 30-A-wide band of lower density, which
we therefore assign to the stalk.
Unfortunately, the (h, k, 0) projection contains signifi-
cant overlap between molecules above and below the
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FIGURE 7 Packing diagram for CaATPase crystals. A CaATPase molecule is depicted as two ellipsoids on a narrow cylinder placed asymmetrically
into the planar, hydrophobic layer. This rough shape is derived from previous three-dimensional reconstructions from two-dimensional crystals
(Castellani et al., 1985; Taylor et al., 1986a). Molecules at the front and on the right margins have been sectioned to reveal the portion crossing the
hydrophobic layer, which in reality is slightly larger than depicted here. A unit cell has been drawn on the left, though for clarity the origin is displaced
vertically relative to Fig. 6; the unit cell dimensions are those deduced from hydrated specimens. Proposed molecular contacts occur along the axis of
stacking (c), between the tops of CaATPase heads, and along the axis of ribbons (b), between the sides of CaATPase heads. The contact between
ribbons (along a) has not been observed and may therefore be close to or within the hydrophobic layer.
hydrophobic layers, which makes interpretation of the
map (Fig. 6) more difficult. However, with further refer-
ence to three-dimensional structures from two-dimen-
sional crystals (Castellani et al., 1985; Taylor et al.,
1 986a), the bulk of the extramembranous domain
appears to be located in a 25-30-A-diameter column
lying perpendicular to the membrane surface and cen-
tered on the stalk. Thus, we believe that the strong peaks
in our (h, k, 0) map (Fig. 6), which are separated by 26 A
along b and by 15 A along a, correspond to this column of
density. The 15 A displacement along a (shown in Fig. 7)
is not clear in the (h, 0, 1 ) projection; this may be either
because of the specific way in which density is summed in
this projection or possibly because of phase error in the
corresponding Fourier data.
This provides the basic arrangement of molecules in the
hydrophobic layer, but the rotational orientation of the
molecule about an axis parallel to c remains less certain.
Two types of two-dimensional crystals from SR (so-called
El and E2 crystals) are also composed of ribbons and
therefore offer two distinct possibilities. In E2 crystals,
the low-density lobe is oriented parallel to the axis of the
ribbons (Fig. 8 a, from Taylor et al., 1986a), whereas this
lobe is 900 to the ribbon axis in El crystals (Fig. 8 b, from
Dux et al., 1985). It is plausible that the contacts along
the ribbons in El crystals are preserved in our three-
dimensional crystals, because the repeats are similar
(50.4-54.4 A in El crystals compared with 51 A in
three-dimensional crystals) and both crystallization con-
ditions contain high concentrations of calcium. Therefore,
Fig. 8 attempts to relate the packing in both El and E2
crystals to that in three-dimensional crystals. Because in
SR, CaATPase protrudes from only one side of the
membrane, an additional set of molecules must be added,
representing symmetry-related molecules protruding
from the other side of the hydrophobic layer. Also, the
spacing between ribbons has been artificially adjusted to
correspond to the spacing observed in three-dimensional
crystals. Thus, Fig. 8 d shows that El crystal packing not
only provides a similar repeat along the ribbon axis, but
also suggests that the weak density running along a in
(h, k, 0) projection maps can be accounted for by the
small cytoplasmic lobe. Therefore, we have tentatively
adopted this particular rotational orientation for our
packing model (Fig. 7), and will seek, in the future, to
confirm this orientation with three-dimensional data.
Intermolecular contacts
Contacts between molecules can be deduced from this
packing model (Fig. 7) with reference to the two pro-
jection maps (Fig. 6). A major contact must run along c
and thereby cause the layers to stack. As described, the
molecules are expected to overlap only slightly along c, so
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AFIGURE 8 Relationship between crystal packing in these three-dimensional crystals and that in two-dimensional crystals from SR. Projection maps
looking normal to the membrane plane are shown in a for vanadate-induced E2 crystals, and in b for praseodymium-induced El crystals. Because these
crystals occur in native SR, molecules project from only one side of the membrane (cytoplasmic side). Simulated projection maps of three-dimensional
crystals (c and d) have been derived from their respective counterparts (a and b) by isolating a single, horizontal ribbon and applying the appropriate
in-plane, twofold symmetry. The dotted contours represent these symmetry-related molecules, which project from the opposite side of the
membranous layer (corresponding to the luminal side of SR). The distance between ribbons has been adjusted in proportion to the repeat along the
ribbons, accounting for the larger spacings in panel c. Based on these comparisons, the packing depicted in panel d seems the most likely, both because
the 50-A spacing is quite similar to that observed in three-dimensional crystals and because the weak density running between ribbons is accounted for
(see [h, k, 01 projection in Fig. 6). The data used to construct a was taken from Taylor et al. (1984), whereas that in b was kindly supplied by Ken
Taylor (also see Dux et al., 1985).
this contact must be between the top-most surfaces of
molecules from adjacent layers. Accordingly, the (h, 0, 1)
projection map shows strong vertical connection along c,
which must result in part from this crystalline contact and
in part from fortuitous overlap of density. In contrast, no
positive density extends horizontally along a outside of
the hydrophobic layer, and in the (h, k, 0) projection map,
only weak density connects ribbons along a. As described
above, this weak density may be accounted for by the
small cytoplasmic lobe, which cannot provide the contact
along a due to its position -30 A from the surface of
opposing hydrophobic layers (see Fig. 7). It seems likely,
therefore, that this contact along a, which is responsible
for holding ribbons together, is either close to or within
the hydrophobic layer. The contact along the axis of these
ribbons (i.e., along b) is obscured by overlapping density
in our projection maps. However, as set forth in Fig. 8,
this contact may be similar to that in two-dimensional, El
crystals. This conclusion is strengthened by our observa-
tion of single-layered crystals in some of our crystalliza-
tion conditions (data not shown). This observation sug-
gests that connections along the ribbons, as well as those
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between ribbons, can be made among molecules in a
single layer and do not need to be mediated by molecules
from adjacent layers. The stacking of layers, however,
may serve to stabilize the two-dimensional lattice within
each layer.
Conclusion
The negatively stained crystals of CaATPase appear well
ordered in three dimensions and have been useful in
characterizing crystal morphology (type I), symmetry
(space group C2), and molecular packing (Fig. 7). X-Ray
diffraction of unstained crystals demonstrates that they
are ordered to 7 A resolution, but diffraction studies of
single crystals are not possible due to their microscopic
size. Nevertheless, electron microscopy could provide this
resolution if an unstained preparation were developed,
either by rapid freezing (Taylor and Glaeser, 1976) or by
embedding the crystals in glucose (Unwin and Hender-
son, 1975). Such preparations do not suffer from the
limitations inherent to negative stain, namely low resolu-
tion and visualization of the stain envelope rather than of
the protein itself. Therefore, a three-dimensional recon-
struction of an unstained preparation of 7 A resolution
could reveal the arrangement of alpha-helices in the
protein. There may be technical difficulties in electron
microscopy of so thick an object, but attempts are justif-
ied by the possibility of interpreting the amino acid
sequence of CaATPase, and several related ion pumps, on
a truly physical basis.
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